High Tech (Central NJ)
Monday, February 11, 2019 | 12:19 pm

WEATHER ALERT
PM Update...Snow has settled well south of the area for the afternoon and still looks to remain there for the rest of the daytime.
Start-time tonight remains difficult to pin down as that snow starts lifting northward, however it is fighting with dry air coming
down for the Northeast. Thus, it will be a battle where spotty/occasional areas of flurries and light snow try to move in late
evening through pre-dawn. Snow becomes much more likely 4-7 AM. It gets increasingly steady and we'll go to sleet quickly.
Most of the predicted total is likely sleet and that is a good amount as more than a coating of sleet is dense and difficult to
remove. Then it's over to rain late morning / early afternoon. Some spots are around 32 during that point, so rain can freeze on
contact and lead to ice. We expect to warm slightly later in the daytime and that ends the ice threat going into Tuesday Night.
The exception, could be places further from Route 1 (Pennington, Hillsborough) as they may hang onto ice until early evening.

OVERVIEW
Start Time

End Time

Total

Snow/Sleet Confidence

Tuesday
4:00 AM - 7:00 AM

Tuesday
2:00 PM - 5:00 PM

0.5 - 2.0"
Snow/Sleet

Coating - 0.5"

15%

0.5 - 2.0"

60%

Occ'l light snow possible
10 PM - 4 AM

Some far NW spots from
Route 1 may ice longer

Plus coatings of ice from
freezing rain

2.0 - 3.5"

25%

HAZARDS
Hazard

Threat

Description

Ice

Moderate

Coating of ice from freezing rain, especially NW of Route 1

Snowfall Rate

Moderate

A period of moderate to even heavy snow/sleet (mainly sleet) is likely tomorrow
daybreak and morning.

FORECAST

Monday

Mostly cloudy and likely staying dry.
High 34 - 37 | NE 5 - 10 mph

Mon Night

Cloudy as intermittent and mainly light snow is possible 10 PM - 4 AM. More likely and steadier 4 - 7 AM
as it mixes with sleet near daybreak.
Coating - 1.0" of Snow/Sleet
Low 26 - 30 | NE winds 7 - 17 mph

Tuesday

Snow/Sleet becomes mainly sleet not long after daybreak (falling steadily). This transitions to
rain/freezing rain 10 AM - 2 PM. Temps are slow to warm above freezing by the end of the day.
0.5 - 2.0" of Snow/Sleet (Storm Total, mainly sleet) | Coating of Ice
Temps in AM 28 - 32, PM: 32 - 36 | NE winds 10 - 25 mph

Tue Night

Persistent rain showers with some steadier periods of rain. The rain ends in the pre-dawn and it is
windy at times.
0.40 - 0.80" of Rain
Temps rise to 35 - 42 | Varying winds become West 10 - 25 mph late.

Wednesday

Windy and partly sunny.
High 40 - 45 | W winds 15 - 25 mph, gusts 35 - 45

Forecaster: Sean Rowland

Next Update: As Necessary
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